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Abstract. During the research problems related to integrated relationship modeling, it seems to be the most advisable using complex approach to “integration” concept consideration. Within the scope of the presented article, the category “integration” is used as development process, leading to a new type of innovative process subject interaction with the purpose of growth in competitiveness, uncertainty reduction of innovative product commercialization, cost reduction. In connection with that, in the article, there are suggested network modeling algorithm of integrated integration of subjects and evaluation method improvement of integrated relationship efficiency, used for prediction of implemented innovative process efficiency or its inefficiency for suggested model. [Balabanova T.V., Vladika M.V., Vaganova O.V., Kucheryavenko S.A. Modeling of the integrated interaction of the innovation process subjects. Life Sci J 2014;11(11):610-613] (ISSN:1097-8135).
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Introduction

Purposive integration favors opening of some capabilities for process intensification of innovative process (IP) subjects convergence, creating conditions for growth of economic agencies cohesiveness and their more organized changeover to intensive way of economic modernization [1]. From our point of view, one such demonstration of integrated relationship modeling can become forming of network models [2]. Network model of integrated relationship can differ in figure and IP subjects functions, done by them work content, ways of inter-industry linkage formalization and conduction of interdisciplinary scientific researches [3].

Main part

Network model of integrated relationships is formed on the basis of some variety of organizations, where it is allocated subset of potential IP subjects, namely, subset of organizations having required competences [4].

The distinctive feature is the presence of some executors for each competence, being differentiated by particular indicators having value for effective IP execution [5]. It is appeared a problem for a particular project selecting an optimal executors composition by the set criteria (or the most preferable by the set criteria) [6].

In the current article, it is being considered two tasks: forming of network model and effectiveness estimation of integrated interaction of IP subjects (pic. 1) taking into account some criteria in the risk situation. The main aim on the initial stage of integrated relationship network model forming is formation of alternative structures options and their ordering by preference.

Pic 1. Algorithm construction of network model of IP integrated interaction subjects

On the first stage, the task of coordinating subject is to divide the whole process by separate stages and describe it with the most rational level of detail.

From one side, with possible growth of stages number, it is possible to take into account...
features of the project and the problem of subject-executors selection makes easier, from the other side, possible uncertainty is formed while planning and the quality control level is decreasing. Separate stages in difficult IP can have ambiguous values for decision making about necessity of particular actions execution with the purpose of final result achievement. That is why it is necessary to consider and evaluate level of each stage importance while forming of integrated relationship model.

In the suggested methodology, the main point is that during two-stage ranking usage of initial set of objects [7], on the initial stage by two chosen indexes or criteria, Pareto subsets are allocated sequentially, e.g. estimations being ranked in compliance with given rank [8]. Let it was given certain set of subject-executors \( A = \{a_1, a_2, ..., a_d\} \) for \( j \)-stage of project, being alternative. Any subject-executor \( a_d \) is evaluated by the set of parameters: \( (p_n, C_n) \), where \( p_n \) – probability index of certain stage successful realization by certain subject-executor; \( C_n \) – contract price, offered by subject-executor during analysis conduction [9].

In the very beginning of the ranking procedure, it is advisable to describe relation of coordinating subject toward set selection problem, not taking into account any evaluations presented to alternatives selection [5]. The coordinating subject is to be set a subjective estimate and indicate minimum acceptable value of probability \( p_{\min} \) for favorable result of alternative selection. That value will be criteria of suggested alternatives portion elimination by the rule which lies in the following: if \( p_j < p_{\min} \), then alternative \( j \) is excluded from the following consideration. Space of characteristics \( (p, C) \) to all alternatives allocation and their comparison analysis conduction becomes “prepared” for all the presented options. Pareto subset of optimal options stands out on the first step of comparison analysis by criteria \( C \rightarrow \text{max} \) and \( p \rightarrow \text{max} \). The options not included in that subset are excluded. As a result of current stage conduction one network model of integrated relations is being formed between IP participants, being the most preferred for the coordinating subject [10].

Then, the coordinating subject is required to conduct analysis of the obtained model. In the article, it is suggested an approach toward evaluation of model reliability by means of mutual interest index of the coordinating subject and the subject-executors in the teamwork. Such evaluation, presented in the quantitative form, can be called integration coefficient of model \( (K_{\text{in}}) \) and used as one of the criteria while searching of the best structure option.

### Methodology

For current index value identification it is required to conduct several procedures, which lie in analysis of some participants’ inters indexes of innovative process [11].

1. **Interest evaluation of coordinating subject in i subject-executor.**

   Let us take that \( i \) subject-executor is described by means of parameters vector \( p_i = (p_{i1}, p_{i2}, ..., p_{in}) \). Let us include utility meaning of \( i \) subject-executor and will suppose that the utility index additively depends on the values characterizing its parameters:

   \[
   P_i = \lambda_1 p_{i1} + \lambda_2 p_{i2} + ... + \lambda_n p_{in} \quad (1)
   \]

   where \( P_i \) – utility function of \( i \) subject-executor;

   \( p_{i1}, p_{i2}, ..., p_{in} \) – \( i \) executor’s parameters, standardized by certain rule;

   \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2, ..., \lambda_n \) – coefficient of parameters significance, set by the coordinating subject.

   Let us suppose that coordinating subject points out some values of parameters which he wanted to be identified from subjects-executors. Those could be even unachievable values (for example, 100% reliability), therefore, vector of such values we will call “absolute” and designate \( p^* \). In connection with that we can calculate absolute value of utility function \( P^*_i \). For convenience of scale standardization of parameters value \( [0, 1] \), the final value of \( i \) executor utility vector we will identify in the following way:

   \[
   P_i = \min \{P_i, P^*_i\}. \quad (2)
   \]

   \( U_i \) interest evaluation of the coordinating subject in \( i \) subject-executor we will identify by the rule:

   \[
   U_i = \frac{P_i}{P^*_i}, \quad \text{where} \quad i = 1, 2, ..., n. \quad (3)
   \]

   Values of those evaluations, obviously, are in the interval \([0, 1]\).

2. **Estimation by coordinating subjects of i subject-executor interest in innovative process realization.**

   From the coordinating subject’s point of view, subject-executor interest in participation of project realization is identified by two factors: powers loading level \( (M_{\text{ps}}) \) changes from 0 to 1) and expected profit \( (C_i) \) equals to contract price offered by subject-executor while agreement on work conduction.

   \( S_i \) utility for \( i \) subject-executor’s participation in the project (from coordinating subject’s point of view) we will evaluate by the formula:

   \[
   S_i = \lambda_c C_i + \lambda_M M_{\text{ps}}, \quad (4)
   \]
where $\lambda_c$ and $\lambda_k$ — coefficients of parameters significance, which are set by coordinating subject.

By analogy with $P$ utility estimation we identify vector of absolute parameters values $C$ and $M$ and, accordingly, $S'$ utility absolute value set for the occasion with maximum loading of free productive potential of enterprise ($M_{\omega}=1$) and obtaining of profit by the subject-executor which equals to certain “regulatory” value ($C_i=C_{\text{norm}}$).

The final value of $i$ executor’s utility participation in the project we will identify by analogy with the formula (2) in the following way:

$$S_i = \min \{S_i, S'_i\}. \quad (5)$$

The estimation by $Z_i$ coordinating subjects of $i$ subject-executor’s interest in participation of certain innovative process we will identify by the rule:

$$Z_i = \frac{S_i}{S'_i}. \quad (6)$$

3. Estimation of parties’ mutual interest in the pair “coordinating subject – $i$ subject-executor”.

It is possible to assess partners’ mutual interest in the pair “coordinating subject – $i$ subject-executor” by minimum value of two estimations $Z_i$ and $U_i$:

$$U_i = \min \{U_i, Z_i\}, \ i = 1, 2, ..., n. \quad (7)$$

The obtained estimations are related to individual subjects of the innovative process, therefor could be called particulars. On the bases of the particular estimations it is possible to suggest integral estimation of interest level of innovative process subjects in collaboration that is to calculate coefficient value of integration.

4. Identification of integration coefficient.

Integral estimation of interest level seems advisable to conduct in the following order:

1) Plotting «radar» chart, comparing each semiaxis going from the center with certain subject-executor.

2) On the semiaxes we will set the scale in such a way that their units will reflect relative significance of appropriate competence for realization of considered project.

3) On the semiaxes we will mark unit value of the interest index of the appropriate executors in innovative process realization and connect points together.

4) The area of the obtained polygon $F_{\text{max}}$ we will take as conditional measure of maximum mutual collaboration interest of innovative process subjects. Value $F_{\text{max}}$ reflects «absolute» situation when network model of integrated relations is absolutely «connected».

5) On the semiaxes we will mark values of interest estimations, calculated by the formula (7), as well connect points together. The area of the obtained polygon $F$ characterizes the actual level of innovative process subjects’ mutual interest. Let us take relation of two areas in the function of required integration coefficient:

$$K_{\text{int}} = \frac{F}{F_{\text{max}}} . \quad (8)$$

Conclusion

The intensive integration of subjects by IP creation in terms of network model lets obtain positive effect at the expense of complex factors activities: resources concentration of particular IP subjects; great opportunities by their interests realization; personnel development and education system.

Summary

The main reasons confirming necessity of integrated interaction network model forming lie in the following:

- necessity of certain advantages and benefits obtaining from enhancement of financial, scientific and technological and personnel potential, costs reduction, science intensive product release;
- extension of manufacturing field and accordingly, variety of alternatives and possible options of strategic decision making, enhancement of scientific and research activities.
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